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Counter-Guarantee Reminder

• Counter-guarantees provide indirect protection to lenders
through a guarantee of the main guarantors.

• Counter-guarantees are usually back-to-back with simple
mobilization mechanisms so as not to slow operations

• Might be in the form of a guarantee in the case of default of
the main guarantor, as a percentage of each loss incurred by
the main guarantor or as a capped first-loss mechanism

• Counter-guarantors: states, agencies, or international financial
institutions, pursuing economic development objectives
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Source: The Typology of Partial Credit Guarantee, Funds around the World by Thorsten Beck, 
Leora F. Klapper and Juan Carlos Mendoza.
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Characteristics

• Counter-guarantee has greater quality and efficiency if
financial regulator reduces the obligatory provisioning.

• Coverage percentage is a policy decision determined by the
trinomial SED targets, level of activity and risk.

• If percentage increases guarantee schemes’ capacity is
multiplied (but adverse risk selection, moral hazard).

• Counter-Guarantee can be free or bear a cost: decision is
based on a costs benefit analysis (SED goals, inclusiveness,
market distortion).

• If cost bearing: resource is rationalized by the schemes and the
availability of fund for this purpose is increased by Counter-
Guarantee system.
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Questioning and 
methodology



Questioning 
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• Can the role of NGCs as a driver of inclusive 
and sustainable growth be increased?

• Can a RRSM boost NGCs  impact on 
sustainable and inclusive growth?

• How can the common interest of NGCs
guide the design of a regional instrument? 

• Does the pandemic impact on NGCs call for specific
treatment measures?

• What strategic intervention policy would ensure
additionality and impact leverage ?

• What does it imply in terms of operations (governance,
business model, costs, skills)?



Methodology
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Phase 1 of the assignment: 
Regional Risk Sharing 

Mechanism - Good practices

Survey

One-to-one 
interviews

MED MSMEs Working 
groups on A2F: stressing the 

role of guarantees

Questioning

4 intervention strategy options 
5 modalities of interventions

Phase 2 Dialogue 



In Europe: snapshot
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2020 AECM survey 

• GDP  down / guarantee up in most countries (2.2% in 2020). 

• Highest: France (6.7% vs. 0.9%), Turkey (6.5%), Portugal (4.9%) 
and Greece / Hungary (3.3%).
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• New Production x 7.2 times (61% during 20Q2&3) of which 84.7% COVID
• Covid maturities longer : 39 months on average.
• More working capital: 46.9% of production versus 13.7% in 2019.
• More members offering equity or quasi-equity products

2020 AECM survey 
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AECM and SMEs

• SMEs portfolio: EUR330bn (2020) + 199.5% (vs. 2019)

• SMEs supported in 2020: 5.2 million (+80.9%)

• Newly supported SMEs +327.3% (2020): almost 3 million

• Expected growth of alternative finance guarantees

• A majority expects an increase in defaults on 2021 portfolio
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The counter guarantee 
European response
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AECM & Counter-guarantees
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Ex. Team Europe tackles COVID 19 impact

• By mobilising more
than €15.6 billion,

• Notably for providing
guarantee and liquidity
provisions to local
banks via International
Finance Institutions
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and European Development Finance Institutions, 

• Supported by the European Fund for Sustainable Development
(eligible instrument and investment window)

• In some of the Neighbourhood countries 
(including Jordan and Tunisia). 



• Project size : € 112.5 million
• EIF counter-guarantee amount : € 3 million

• Counter-guarantee maturity : 8 years
• Project risk sharing: 40% EIF, 40% KGF, and 20% Bank
• Targeted guarantee production : € 90 million

• # of guaranteed transactions : 68,936
• Realized guarantee capacity : € 88.6 million
• Realization ratio: 98%
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Ex. Turkey - 2013

http://www.eif.europa.eu/news_centre/publications/country-fact-
sheets/EIF_factsheet_tr.pdf
https://www.kgf.com.tr/index.php/en/our-supports/our-sources/european-
investmant-fund

http://www.eif.europa.eu/news_centre/publications/country-fact-sheets/EIF_factsheet_tr.pdf
https://www.kgf.com.tr/index.php/en/our-supports/our-sources/european-investmant-fund
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Consultation 
Results



Panel: 11 institutions consulted in 7 countries
Interview organized around 5 key topics

• Situation analysis

• Prospects

• Regional Risk Sharing Mechanism additionality

• Main identified risks

• Possible governance structure

• Recommendations
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Bilateral consultations



• Policies mitigating COVID impact is expected to translate in a
surge of the Portfolio at Risk (PAR), and Non-Performing
Loans (NPLs) in bank’s books in 2022

• Post-COVID recovery will boost capital expenditures and the
supply of MLT finance to SMEs should aggressively increase

• Energy crisis will accelerate transition towards more RE&EE
projects (EU Green Deal)

• NGCs can play a central role within local financial markets
facilitating financial institutions activities in specific sectors.

• RRSM can unlock growth, help diversify risks, limit losses,
improve standing and help focus on policy priorities
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Situation



• Recovery can be strong and oriented towards policy priorities if
the burden of COVID risk is dealt with

• Extension of current MSME portfolio can be an option but non-
performing portfolio must be tackled to ensure sustainability

• More likely growth will come from new instruments addressing
sectoral needs responding to policy priorities

• Instruments: acquisition of knowledge in digitalization, fintech,
innovative finance, evidence-based pricing

• Selected economic sectors: women, youth, informal, etc. as well
as energy, innovation and start-up should

• But some country specifics: ex. financial sector collapse,
insufficient equity, public sector monopolies
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Prospects



A RRSM could improve the overall quality of the financial system 
by backing up new facilities that will:

- open new market segments (internationalisation, green 
energy, impact  finance), 

- extend the portfolio (longer maturities, higher coverage)

- address the establishment of banking facilities to 
maintain/capitalise new businesses in operation, 

- raise the above-ceiling risks, 

- tackle the high increasingly rate of lending default and 

- deal with the shrinking portfolio after COVID crisis (e.g. 
assisting in clearing the liabilities)  
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Potential Additionality of a RRSM



• Resurgence of the risk linked to Covid in the 2022 / 2023 accounts 
is expected, bad loans produce a high-risk portfolio

• The capacity to manage risk, evaluating and allocating credit with 
multi instruments  is rare, banks prefer to rely on a  case-by-case
loan and beneficiary analysis 

• Data and evidence-based risk pricing with scenarios by sector 

• A RRSM would face FX risk price it if currencies, other than USD 
and EUR, are used.

• Sharing risks could also mean sharing premiums and then 
reducing NGCs revenues (national subsidy transferred regionally)

• An option would be zero or even negative premium if SED impact 
is demonstrated (strong encouragement)
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Main identified risks



• RRSM as a donor facility – capital, know how, TA - of which NGCs 
could form an advisory/ruling board (avoid COI).

• Management independent from NGCs

• Processes need to be light, fluids and fast (decentralized, 
portfolio, blanket)

• Sustainability: the mechanism can be driven from data to develop 
evidence-based models (commercial or not). 

• An IT strategy will have to be implemented. 

• RRSM can be located outside of inside the region for a small 
number of countries choice related to rating improvement (AAA)

• Regulators need to ensure the application of regulations
supporting the role of guarantee mechanisms
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Some Governance Issues
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“+” Stocktaking (EMGN academy)

• MENA region faces Climate & Environmental challenges
requiring Inclusive budgetary & regulatory processes; Financing 
climate action; Accessing knowledge and building capacity.

• Many countries in the region ramped up actions on 
sustainable finance: spotlights on (Egypt hosted COP 27)

• NGCs can tackle the climate and envir. Challenges: designing 
green products to “guarantee good” or applying environmental 
risk assessment to “avoid guaranteeing bad”.

• Green window includes: sustainable energy, cleaner 
production, climate-smart agri, natural resources management, 
green services.



Back to 
questioning



• Can the role of NGCs be increased to foster inclusive and
sustainable growth? Yes, strategically NGCs are at forefront
to support both development of new business opportunities
and post covid recovery

• Can a RRSM boost NGCs impact on sustainable and inclusive
growth? Open new market segments, extend the portfolio,
address the establishment of banking facilities, raise the
above-ceiling risks, tackling default and COVID portfolio

• How can the common interest of NGCs be structured to
provide regional products? Minimum denominator among
NGCs is the strategic outlook on digitalization, fintech,
innovative finance sectors, to support local economies for
which new products
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Questions 1 - 3



• Does the pandemic impact on NGCs call for specific treatment
measure? Yes, especially because NPL and PAR increasing is
expected

• Which intervention policy will create additionality and 
economic leverage at a regional level? A risk sharing facility -
through capital, know how, TA, exchange of practices and 
information – can provide marked based incentives, related 
infrastructure and regulations to generate economies of 
scale by  fostering green and impact investments

• What does it imply in terms of governance, business model, 
financial and operational settings? Term sheet to include all 
consultation recommendations
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Questions 4 - 6



• The RRSM can generate economies of scale by becoming a
centre of excellence (AAA) developing tools to manage new
risks but also by providing new products and related new
expertise to address and manage these new risks and achieve
new business opportunities.

• Donors should participate with capital, know-how and TA
with significant investments on technology transfer for data
sharing to increase regional cooperation.

• The strategic intervention to creating a RRSM to become
effective will need the support of a diagnostic to evaluate
which option scheme successfully apply because selected as
closer to the effective market needs.
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Strategic recommendations



• In your opinion, prospect investments should be developed
because

• NPLs will be growing importantly in the next 5 years

• NGCs need capital support to treat CC

• NGCs need capacities improvement to treat CC

• Counter guarantee should work on a deal-by-deal

• Counter guarantee should work on performing existing portfolio

• Counter guarantee should work on creating new portfolio deals
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poll
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Strategic positioning
options
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Three strategic drivers

Systemic - Supporting the SM sector of guarantees as a 
whole - The objective would be to make the guarantee 
sector in the region more resilient and more competitive

Micro - Boosting NGCs’ portfolios to generate ST impact 
The objective would be to support the development 
MSME portfolios of national guarantee companies

Crosscutting - Strengthening capacities to foster 
additionality Taking advantage of the regional lens to 
generate economies of scale in building capacities, 
managing & pricing risks

=> Could be implemented in sequence
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Four intervention strategies

TARGETED AT PORTFOLIOS

Option 1 Scaling up existing operation (traditional)

Option 2 Support innovative green businesses (new 
opportunities)

TARGETED AT THE GUARANTEE SECTOR

Option 3 Foster innovation in the guarantee sector with 
private sector involvement 

Option 4 Increase the resilience of the guarantee sector 
(addressing NPLs contributing to the post COVID)
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Option1 - Expansion of operations 

Objective Fostering MSME-driven growth and large companies
that depends on SME supply chain providers, by supporting the
expansion of the current SME MLT financing portfolio

Rationale Existing guarantee operations could be scaled up quickly
to address COVID recovery loans and MLT finance

Intervention Increasing the production capacities of existing
schemes by transferring part of the portfolio to the RRSM or
extending guarantee terms

Benefits Immediately operational; Due diligence is facilitated
because the portfolio is already existing; Risk assessment
facilitated by existing statistical series.
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Option 2 - Green businesses 

Objective: Supporting Capex of innovative SME projects to meet 
the EU Green Deal requirements (e.g. RE, EE, climate change 
resilience, responsible resource management etc.)

Rationale Meeting higher sustainability standards required under 
the EU Green Deal; need of MTL financing increase; establishment 
of green guarantee window.

Intervention Helping guarantee companies modify and improve 
companies’ multipliers and percentages through new green 
businesses; guarantee extension to MLT loans for green capex 

Benefits Enhanced impact on green transition
For existing schemes:  Immediately operational / Risk assessment 
continuity, For new schemes, Additionality, New capacities 
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Option 3 – Guarantee innovation

Objective Fostering SME sustainable growth through guarantee 
sector diversification & increased private sector involvement

Rationale Digitalization, fintech, circular economy, social 
enterprises, entrepreneurship and impact financing are drivers of 
business model transformation 

Intervention Strengthening and diversifying the guarantee offer by 
supporting private-sector-sponsored or PPP new guarantee 
windows / funds / companies through calls for proposals, new 
financing and new professionalism for sectoral expertise 

Benefits Greater involvement of the private sector. Mobilizing 
sector expertise. Mobilization of sector expertise through new 
management teams. Rise of mutual guarantee funds with higher 
multipliers
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Option 4 – Increasing sector resilience

Objective Contributing to the post-COVID SME-driven recovery by 
preserving the intervention capacities of public guarantee 
companies (or any future pandemics). 

Rationale Preserve the intervention capacities of NGCs to contribute 
to the post –COVID recpvery (PAR and NPLS are expected to surge)

Intervention Sector stability enhancement by buying back COVID-
related loans from public guarantee companies through a 
restructuring fund / market place in order to preserve their 
resilience and intervention capacities,  provide TA

Benefits Contributing to the post-COVID SME-driven recovery; 
centralised PAR/NPL , potentially fund LT bonds, potential liquidity 
creation



• In your opinion, which

• What strategy (sector versus portfolio) is the most suitable to address SM SED
priorities?

• Under sector support: what option is the most suitable (NPLs / innovation)?

• Under PF support: what option is the most suitable (existing PF / green)?

• Would you see the implementation of several options together? Y/N

• Would it make sense to link both approaches: ex. If launching an innovative
green window, then contribution to solve NPL issues
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Poll2
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PART II
Modalities of
implementation
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Scenario 1 TRADITIONAL  
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Scenario 2 MUTUAL COMPANY 
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Scenario 3 PRIVATE COMPANY 
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Scenario 4 PPP 
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Scenario 5 NPL 
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Recomm. for implementation (1/2)

• RRSM clear priorities and objectives to be reflected in the new 
institution activities, to both extend the multipliers and 
harmonising interventions within countries and sectors 

• Financial sustainability (operational costs, risks assessment and 
pricing) is conditioned by the nature of resources and the scheme 
design

• TA is needed e.g., for technicalities, liquidity management, 
currency risk evaluation and management, legal advice

• New Instruments can be: subsided interest rates, reduced 
statutory reserve requirements, and tools for credit risk analysis  
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• Data sharing will help to optimize costs and define subsidy / 
market discount

• The RRSM by funding operations and subsidising the guarantee 
fee can reach a coverage closer to 80-100% by both making  it 
affordable and by creating new business opportunities (e.g., green, 
impact and social sector financing). 

• If the conditions offered are sufficiently attractive (such as a 
negative premium) the RRSM roles as incentive for impact 
financing,  energy transition

• Additionality created by the provision of equity guarantees and 
first loss ratio  can sum up to the 5 equity investment guarantee 
windows of MIGA (WB group) by targeting specific sectors e.g. 
collaterals for digital companies or start-ups 

Recomm. for implementation (2/2)



Next steps 

• Elaboration of an indicative term sheet for the selected option 
will be drafted using the contents of the five scenarios, which 
deeply describe all needed elements. 

• Further coordinated with GIZ / EMGN team working on a 
feasibility study on such operational instrument.

• Presentation of the report to EU partners in Barcelona on 23 & 
24 June.

• Including a series of follow-activities linked to the best 
option(s) selected: e.g. detailed assessment of the COVID NPL 
portfolio, dissemination of pricing instruments, development 
of a SM digitalization strategy

• Supporting peer-to-peer exchange withing EMGN or one-to-
one (ex. Study tours)
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Thank you


